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 GEP CATEGORIES REQUESTED 

Goal 6: The Humanities and Fine Arts 
Application for JPN 102 Beginning Japanese II to satisfy Goal Area 6: The Humanities and Fine Arts 
Note: Course already approved to satisfy Goal Area 8:  Global Perspectives 
 
Goal 6:  The Humanities and Fine Arts:  To expand students' knowledge of the human condition and human cultures, 
especially in relation to behavior, ideas, and values expressed in works of human imagination and thought. Through study in 
disciplines such as literature, philosophy, and the fine arts, students will engage in critical analysis, form aesthetic judgments, 
and develop an appreciation of the arts and humanities as fundamental to the health and survival of any society. Students should 
have experiences in both the arts and humanities.  
 
In JPN 102 students will explore: 
1. Japanese traditional tales and legends; 
2. Historical and social traditions of Japan through language; 
3. Traditional religious traditions; 
4. Japanese popular and traditional music; 
5. Japanese visual arts, including popular forms; 
6. Japanese writing systems and their aesthetic appeal. 
 
Learning Outcomes 
 
Students who successfully complete this course will be able to: 
1. discuss content and style of Japanese stories in Japanese, and produce comments and replicas of those stories 

in Japanese; 
2. give comment and interpretation in Japanese of social and historical traditions in Japan; 
3. express opinions about, and verbally reproduce, Japanese songs; 
4. express thoughts on Japanese visual arts, including popular forms; 
5. describe, comment on, and especially use Japanese writing systems in a manner consistent with the aesthetic 

appeal of those systems; 
6. write Japanese using traditional writing instruments. 
 

Student Competencies Learning Activities & 
Opportunities 

Assessment Plan 

1. Demonsrate awareness of the 
scope and variety of works in the 
arts and humanities. 

Students will: 

read a variety of short texts, 
including correspondence, folk 
tales;  

be exposed to visual arts and leisure 
(television and film, natural 
scenery, gardens, hot springs, etc.); 

explore functional, historical, and 
aesthetic aspects of the writing 
systems used in Japanese; 

discuss content and style of 
Japanese stories in Japanese, 
exploring their role in the “Japanese 
lifestyle.” 

Classroom Activities: Students 
read collectively and individually, 
being questioned on each text in the 
target language.  On a separate day, 
students are examined in writing on 
the same texts or similar ones.  
Students' ability to read and critique 
story content, and to 
construct/respond to content 
questions is evaluated at each stage. 

Example 1: “Kasa Jizō,” a 
traditional folktale about charity, 
humility, and the mercy of the 
Buddha. 

Example 2: “Tokyo Onsen,” a 
television documentary about 
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Japanese hot springs and etiquette. 

2. Understand those works as 
expressions of individual and 
human values within an historical 
context 

Students will: 

give comment and interpretation on 
Japanese of social and historical 
traditions in Japan;  

discuss content and form of specific 
texts and situations;  

examine function and role of 
various examples of textual and 
visual expression within the overall 
“Japanese lifestyle,” from work to 
leisure; 

discuss and explore how Japanese 
people celebrate major events, 
handle everyday events, comport 
themselves at work and in public, as 
well as general lifestyle habits. 

Classroom Activities: Role 
playing, discussions in target 
language.  Students are evaluated 
on how accurately they present the 
situation, linguistically and socio-
culturally. 

Example: Students are asked to 
develop a conversation, utilizing 
specific structural language patterns 
(such as honorific language, 
commands and requests, etc.), in 
which a specific workplace problem 
or situation is posited.  They must 
then "problem solve" in the target 
language.  In so doing, they gain an 
appreciation for the social and 
historical strictures of the Japanese 
social system. 

3. Respond critically to works in 
the arts and humanities 

Students will: 

be instructed in the aesthetic aspects 
of the Japanese writing system 

Classroom Activities: Comparison 
of works of traditional or popular 
art. 

Example: Students are shown 
various works of art, chiefly visual, 
sometimes performance art, and 
invited to compare them using new 
language structures. 

4. Engage in the creative process 
or interpretive performance 

Students will:  

learn and perform a variety of 
Japanese songs, popular and 
traditional; 

learn to use the various forms of 
writing in Japanese, including its 
calligraphy, in a context-sensitive 
manner; 

reproduce their own versions of 
typical Japanese art and text, 
including textual production, mini-
garden construction, etc.; 

construct variations on the texts and 
works of art used in each lesson. 

Classroom Activities: “Chobits” 
Students are taught the meanings of 
Hamasaki Ayumi’s popular song 
and taught to sing it. 

Example 1:  Students are divided 
into teams and invited to compete to 
see who can sing this song the best.  
This ties in with the Kōhaku uta 
gassen New Year singing 
competition. 

Example 2: Basic calligraphy 
training.  Students are instructed in 
the rudiments of writing with 
traditional instruments, and required 
to practice the Chinese characters 
for “Nippon” (日本). 
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5. Articulate an informed personal 
reaction to works in the arts and 
humanities. 

Students will: 

comment upon a variety of short 
texts, including correspondence, 
folk tales, and historical documents;  

discuss content and style of 
Japanese stories in Japanese; 

discuss merits and demerits of 
various works of art to which they 
are exposed; 

discuss and critique musical works 
to which they are exposed. 

Classroom Activities: Appreciating 
Japanese cultural productions.  
Activity is evaluated by how 
accurately students follow 
instructions and explain their 
reactions in the target language. 
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COURSE OUTLINE 
This course will cover the following topics: 
 
I. Communication:  A Day in Robert’s Life 

a. Pronunciation:  New words and expressions 
b. Writing: New Kanji 
c. Grammar:  

i. verbal gerunds 
ii. verbal gerund + kudasai 
iii. verbal gerund + mo + ii desu 
iv.  verbal gerund + wa + ikemasen 
v. describing two consecutive actions 
vi. particle kara 
vii. verbal –mashō ka form (second meaning) 

d. Culture: Nihon no kyōiku seido (The Japanese education system) 
e. Role play: Asking directions 

  
 II. Communication: Family Picture 

a. Pronunciation: New words and expressions 
b. Writing: New Kanji 
c. Grammar:   

i. progressive verbal forms 
ii. indicating changes of state 
iii. habitual actions 
iv. Verbal stem + ni + iku 
v. counting people 
vi. describing physical attributes 

d. Culture: Kazoku no yobikata  (Japanese kinship terms) 
e. Role play: At the doctor 
 

III. Communication: Barbecue 
a. Pronunciation: New words and expressions 
b. Writing: New Kanji 
c. Grammar: 

i. shorts forms 
ii. informal speech 
iii. quotatives + “I think” and “s/he said” 
iv. negative requests (“please don’t . . .”) 
v. nominalized verbs 
vi. particle ga 
vii. nani ka and nani mo 

d. Culture: Nihon no tabemono (Japanese foods) 
e. Role play: Attending a social function 

 
IV. Communication:  Kabuki 

a. Pronunciation:  New words and expressions 
b. Writing: New Kanji 
c. Grammar:  

i. short forms (past tense) 
ii. qualifying nouns with verbs and adjectives 
iii. particle mada 
iv. particle kara (2) 

d. Culture: Nihon no dentō bunka (Japanese traditional culture) 
e. Role play: At the concessions stand 
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V. Communication: Vacation Plans 
a. Pronunciation: New words and expressions 
b. Writing: New Kanji 
c. Grammar:  

i. comparing two items 
ii. comparing three or more items 
iii. adjective/noun + particle no 
iv. intentions (tsumori) 
v. adjective + naru 
vi. doko ka ni and doko ni mo 
vii. particle de (2) 

d. Culture: Nihon no kōtsū kikan (Japanese transportation) 
e. Role play: At the train station 

 
Texts:  Banno, Ikeda et al., Genki I and Genki I Workbook, 2nd ed., 2011 (Tokyo: Japan Times) 
 
Learning outcomes for the course: 
The course prepares students to communicate in Japanese in various situations. The class is conducted in Japanese. 
The students in Japanese 102 will: 
 
  a) learn phonological structures in context and practice pronunciation. 
  b) build vocabulary by mastering the words of each lesson. 
   c) acquire basic grammar skills. 

d) be introduced to the Japanese culture though media presentations, discussions, news, and readings. 
e) build listening, speaking, and writing skills that will help in the elimination of direct translation from English to 
Japanese. 
f) demonstrate awareness of the scope and variety of works in the arts and humanities. 
g) understand those works as expressions of individual and human values within a historical and social context. 
h) respond critically to works in the arts and humanities.  
i) engage in a creative process or interpretive performance.  
k) articulate an informed personal reaction to works in the arts and humanities. 
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